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Translator’s NoteTranslator’s NoteTranslator’s NoteTranslator’s Note  

    
More than four decades ago, the late Dr. Israr Ahmad wrote a short 
treatise in Urdu, titled “Isl┐m k┘ Nash’at-e Th┐niyah: Karnay k┐ A╖l 
K┐m.” He published this treatise in the editorial pages of the June 1967 
issue of “M┘th┐q,” a monthly journal that he also edited at the time. 
The treatise was subsequently printed as a monograph, first by D┐r al-
Ish┐‘at al-Isl┐m┘yyah Lahore and later by Markaz┘ Anjuman Khudd┐m 
al-Qur’┐n Lahore. An English translation was published in 1980, under 
the title Islamic Renaissance: The Real Task Ahead.   

The present edition of “Islamic Renaissance” includes the original 
Urdu text as well as a new English translation. While the previous 
translation faithfully conveyed the gist of the primary text, the 
sophistication of its language tended to discourage many lay readers. 
Furthermore, Dr. Israr Ahmad was highly meticulous in his choice of 
words, so that rendering his key terms according to their general or 
approximate sense did not always capture the very specific meanings 
he seemed to have in mind. The new translation has benefited from 
the video recordings of the sessions held during the 1990s in the 
Qur’┐n Auditorium, Lahore, in which Dr. Israr Ahmad went over the 
entire Urdu text of “Islamic Renaissance” in a classroom setting, often 
explaining the significance of individual words. The present translation 
aims at preserving the author’s unique voice while communicating as 
coherently as possible what is most likely to be his intended meaning.   

We are convinced that “Islamic Renaissance” has lost none of its value 
and relevance since its first appearance in 1967. If anything, the events 
and trends of the last half century have vindicated the arguments 
presented in this treatise. We hope that the present edition will reach a 
wider audience, including a new generation of Muslims, and that it 
will facilitate a deeper insight into the modern predicament that Islam 
is facing, thereby encouraging appropriate efforts, insh┐ All┐h. 

 
Ahmed Afzaal 
Rama╔┐n 1432/August 2011 
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1.  The Pervasive Ascendancy of Western Thought1.  The Pervasive Ascendancy of Western Thought1.  The Pervasive Ascendancy of Western Thought1.  The Pervasive Ascendancy of Western Thought    
The present age can be justifiably described as the age of the 
predominance of Western thought and philosophy as well as of 
Western arts and sciences. In this age, Western ideas and theories, 
along with Western conceptions regarding the universe and the human 
being, have come to dominate the entire globe. Ever since their origin 
in Europe roughly two hundred years ago, these ideas and conceptions 
have been continually growing and strengthening. Regardless of the 
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number of nation-states or political blocs in which the contemporary 
world is divided, it is more or less the same style of thinking—or the 
same point of view—that prevails all over the world. Disregarding a 
few superficial and trivial differences, it is the same cultural currency 
that holds value across national, ideological, and societal boundaries. 
While we do sometimes encounter alternative perspectives or 
viewpoints, the combined significance of these is no more than that of 
a peripheral trail compared to the central highway of human 
civilization. In both the East and the West, the mindset of the ruling 
and leading classes—those who control the collective affairs of their 
respective societies—seems to have been dyed in exactly the same hue. 
The pervasive ascendancy of Western thought and culture has become 
so formidable that even anti-Western movements in different parts of 
the world have not been able to remain completely free of its 
influence. Upon closer examination, the perspective of the social 
forces struggling to resist the West turns out to be quite Western itself.   
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2.  The 2.  The 2.  The 2.  The FundamentalFundamentalFundamentalFundamental    Point of ViewPoint of ViewPoint of ViewPoint of View    
The ideas and conceptions behind modern civilization did not come 
into being overnight, nor should they be mistaken as constituting a 
simple and monolithic entity. During the last two centuries or so, 
practically countless schools of thought have emerged in the West, and 
human beings have inquired into human nature and existence from 
virtually innumerable points of view. Throughout this variegated 
intellectual journey, however, a single viewpoint has become 
increasingly established. Thus, while modern thought is both complex 
and diverse, it is nevertheless possible to identify a particular 
viewpoint as forming its essential foundation. This viewpoint may be 
stated as follows: The central axis of human reflection and 
investigation should consist of “solid facts” and actual, observable 
events—as opposed to “imaginary” or “transcendent” notions. 
According to this viewpoint, the legitimate objects of human inquiry 
should be the physical universe, as opposed to God; the material body, 
as opposed to the spirit; and the life of this-world, as opposed to the 
life hereafter. Though at a purely academic level the reality of God, 
the spirit, and life hereafter was neither confirmed nor denied, this 
avowedly agnostic position has led, quite understandably, to the 
gradual elimination of these “concepts” from the domain of legitimate 
human inquiry. Because of this viewpoint, all of human curiosity and 
concern become focused upon and restricted to the realm of the 
material universe, the physical body, and the life of this-world.   

Consider the fact that Divine Providence has bestowed upon 
humankind a great many capacities, the disciplined use of which in 
any field is bound to produce definite results. By applying these 
capacities, all manners of seekers and explorers can potentially 
discover entirely new worlds in their respective fields of inquiry. 
Consider also that a single atom appears trivial when compared to the 
mighty sun, but if some of the divinely bestowed human capacities 
were to be focused on the exploration of that trivial atom, it would 
reveal itself as a magnificent and glorious sun in its own right. On the 
same analogy, the material universe, the physical body, and the life of 
this-world appear to possess no ontological value when we compare 
these to the reality of God, the spirit, and the life hereafter; and yet, if 
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all the human capacities for acquiring knowledge were to be focused 
solely upon the physical and material reality, even this otherwise 
insignificant realm would seem to possess an endless span and a 
bottomless depth.   

This is precisely what happened in the West. When “the universe” and 
“matter” were brought under the lens of scientific inquiry, the result 
was a chain reaction of discoveries and innovations. Clues were 
revealed that pointed to immense sources of energy that have so far 
been lying hidden or dormant behind the veils of nature. These 
developments astonished the world and brought about revolutionary 
transformations in all areas of arts and sciences. 

Two important consequences followed this revolution:  First, a series 
of continuous breakthroughs in deciphering the laws of nature, a 
harnessing of natural forces and their use as efficient sources of energy, 
and an uninterrupted stream of innovative tools and techniques—all of 
this led to the rise of Europe as an invincible power.  Second, the 
immense power and grandeur of “matter” came to be seen as an 
irrefutable argument in favor of focusing the human gaze on the 
physical universe, as opposed to God.  The marvelous success of 
science itself became a veritable proof that the truly important object 
of human inquiry was matter and its physical and chemical properties, 
rather than God and the attributes of God. 
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3. Political and Intellectual Onslaught of the West on 3. Political and Intellectual Onslaught of the West on 3. Political and Intellectual Onslaught of the West on 3. Political and Intellectual Onslaught of the West on 
the Islthe Islthe Islthe Islaaaamic World mic World mic World mic World     
Thus empowered by the harnessing of newly discovered forces of 
nature, the West soon came to dominate much of the Eastern world. 
The Western onslaught was an unstoppable flood that rushed through 
the entire world, sweeping away the mighty empires of the East as if 
they were mere sandcastles. Since the peoples of the Near and the 
Middle East were among the earliest targets of European colonial 
offensive, Islam and Muslims faced the brunt of this onslaught. This 
led, in an incredibly short period, to the subjugation of the entire 
Islamic world to various European powers.   

The Western domination of the Islamic world occurred at two levels—
military and political on the one hand, intellectual and cultural on the 
other. In the initial phase, Muslims experienced the Western onslaught 
most strongly at the political-military level; as a result, their initial 
reaction against the West was aimed at achieving political liberation 
through armed resistance. The political domination of the West 
manifested overtly in the form of occupation and annexation as well as 
covertly in the form of indirect control, the latter only thinly 
disguised as “mandates” and “protectorates.” As the Muslim ummah 
woke up to this new reality and began to recognize the extent of her 
political subjugation and the fragmentation of her communal integrity, 
the resulting grief often took the form of heart-wrenching laments. 
The nostalgia for the ummah’s glorious past sparked a widespread 
passion among Muslims masses to bring back her former splendor and 
majesty—indeed, to turn the clock backwards. It was this nostalgic 
passion that embodied itself on one occasion as the volatile personality 
of Jam┐l al-D┘n al-Afgh┐n┘ and on another occasion as the popular 
movement to restore the Khil┐fah.  But each time it was the concrete, 
factual reality that made a mockery of such sentimental wishes, as the 
political domination of the West increasingly became an established 
and acknowledged fact. 
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In the wake of consolidating their political hegemony, European 
powers started propagating the modern point of view and style of 
thinking among their new subjects. Having defeated the Muslims in 
the political arena, these powers were quick to initiate the process of 
conquering them in the realm of ideas as well. The dazzling material 
progress achieved by the West had already mesmerized the majority of 
Muslims, who were now particularly vulnerable to intellectual 
capitulation. Furthermore, any dynamic and vibrant culture 
necessarily displays certain exemplary character traits; colonized 
Muslims were overawed as they observed and experienced such virtues 
in the dominant Western culture. With their critical faculties more or 
less suspended, Muslims approached Western thought with a defeatist 
and submissive mentality, and, quite predictably, their vast majority 
began absorbing Western ideas and concepts with little or no 
discrimination. The plurality of perspectives in modern humanities did 
allow some space for debate and disagreement, or at least the 
possibility of selective adoption, but no such space was permitted by 
the physical sciences. Muslims encountered the results of these sciences 
as absolutely certain and unquestionably conclusive, since these results 
were believed to be grounded in demonstrable empirical evidence. 
Consequently, they had little choice but to greet the claims of these 
sciences with the kind of uncritical acquiescence that one normally 
reserves for a heavenly writ. As a cumulative result of these factors, 
the point of view based on disbelief and materialism seeped into the 
minds of the most thoughtful and perceptive of Muslims—without any 
conscious awareness on their part. An increasing emphasis on the 
physical universe, the material body, and the life of this-world 
accompanied a decreasing emphasis on God, the spirit, and the life 
hereafter. This change in viewpoint was so sweeping that even the 
more religious and pious sections of the ummah could not remain 
unaffected. 
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4. Early Defen4. Early Defen4. Early Defen4. Early Defensive Attempts and their Outcomesive Attempts and their Outcomesive Attempts and their Outcomesive Attempts and their Outcome    
Numerous endeavors of a defensive nature were initiated on behalf of 
Islam, through which many concerned and devout Muslims attempted 
to safeguard their faith and religious tradition against the onslaught of 
Western thought and philosophy. These defensive attempts were of 
two main varieties—first, attempts aiming at preservation alone; and 
second, attempts aiming at protection along with some compromise 
and concession. 

Borrowing the analogy used by Man┐╘ir A╒san G┘l┐n┘, the first of the 
two varieties can be described as similar to the strategy adopted by the 
“People of the Cave.” This refers to the story of A╖'╒┐b al-Kahf as 
narrated in the Holy Qur’┐n: a group of young men flee from society 
when their faith was threatened, seeking refuge in an isolated cave (cf. 
S┴rah al-Kahf 18:9-26). In the nineteenth-century, the essence of this 
approach was to focus upon preserving one’s faith and religiosity by 
removing oneself from the mainstream of social life and thereby 
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avoiding its challenges and temptations. Even though this attitude may 
appear to be sheer escapist in motivation, it was based on the realistic 
acknowledgement that the Islamic world did not have the capacity to 
survive in a face-to-face encounter with Western thought and 
philosophy. The onslaught of the West was like an enormous tidal 
wave, and the only practical option for Muslims was to move out of its 
way as quickly as possible. In this approach, top priority was given to 
the task of preserving the integrity of Islamic faith and tradition, even 
at the cost of having to retreat from the mainstream of society and 
becoming, as a result, the targets of its derision and ridicule. Indeed, 
whatever success was achieved during that period was the result of this 
very approach. Thanks to those who followed the example of “People 
of the Cave,” religious faith stayed alive in at least one section of the 
ummah; a few candles of spirituality were left burning in the 
otherwise dark night of disbelief and materialism; and the basic 
structure of religiosity and religious practice survived through the 
preservation and transmission of traditional Islamic sciences. In the 
Indian Subcontinent, this kind of defense was epitomized by the D┐r 
al-‘Ul┴m at Deoband, a religious seminary that was also the vanguard 
of a great movement.  

The second variety of Muslim defense was characterized by protection 
of the self as well some conciliation with the other. Its essence was a 
desire to keep up with changing times without losing the commitment 
to Islam. The approach was two-fold; first, to critically examine 
Western thought and philosophy in order to sift the grain from the 
husk, and, second, to construct a new interpretation of Islam in order 
to establish its veracity in the modern world. 

Initial efforts of this kind were marked by an excessive awe and 
admiration for the West along with a sense of resigned acquiescence. In 
India and Egypt, a number of quasi-theologians began to evaluate the 
fundamental tenets of Islamic faith and doctrine on the touchstone of 
Western rationalism. In their attempt to fit a square peg in a round 
hole, as it were, these reformers were forced to trim down Islamic 
metaphysical beliefs, often by explaining them away in purely 
scientific terms. Sayyid A╒mad Kh┐n in the Indian Subcontinent and 
Muft┘ Mu╒ammad ‘Abduh in Egypt, as well their disciples and 
followers, epitomized this variety of Muslim defense. These reformers 
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wanted the ummah to follow the same path of material progress that 
Europe had pioneered, and to keep Islam with them as a supportive 
and accommodating companion in this journey. 

Regardless of how sincere and well-intentioned these reformers may 
have been, the fact of the matter is that their efforts literally squeezed 
the life out of religious faith and tradition. Launched under the 
pervasive influence of Western thought and philosophy, these 
defensive attempts at compromise and concession ended up producing 
a more or less secularized version of Islam.   

If there was any useful outcome of this variety of defensive efforts, 
perhaps it was this: Muslims who were already westernized in their 
thinking and life-style did not have to repudiate their connection to 
Islam. For such Muslims, this modernist and secularized version of 
Islam became the “apology” that they would humbly offer to the West 
in exchange for maintaining their Muslim identity. 
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5. The Development of the Social Sciences5. The Development of the Social Sciences5. The Development of the Social Sciences5. The Development of the Social Sciences        
As already mentioned, while claiming to suspend any final judgment 
on God, the spirit, and the life hereafter, Western thought nevertheless 
amounted to a practical denial of these metaphysical realities. As God 
and the spirit became marginalized as subjects of legitimate concern 
and inquiry, human attention was increasingly focused on the physical 
universe and the material body, initiating a chain-reaction of scientific 
discoveries and innovations. In the same way, as the life hereafter 
ceased to be at the center of legitimate concern and inquiry, human 
attention was increasingly focused on the immediacy of worldly life 
and earthly existence. As a result, temporal and mundane aspects of 
human life became topics for profound reflection and in-depth 
analysis, leading to an explosive growth in new conceptions and 
theories relating to the social, political, and economic spheres of life. 
Through the process of synthesis and integration, these conceptions 
and theories gave rise to systematic programs for organizing human 
life at the collective level. Initially confined to academic and 
theoretical discussions, such systematic programs inspired new 
ideological movements that caused these programs to start manifesting 
in the domain of historical reality as well. The political and economic 
structures associated with medieval feudalism gave way to modern 
ideological systems, such as nationalism, fascism, and democracy in the 
political realm, and capitalism and socialism in the economic realm.   
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6.  The Conception of an “Isl6.  The Conception of an “Isl6.  The Conception of an “Isl6.  The Conception of an “Islaaaamicmicmicmic    System” and the System” and the System” and the System” and the 
Twentieth Twentieth Twentieth Twentieth Century IslCentury IslCentury IslCentury Islaaaamic Movementsmic Movementsmic Movementsmic Movements    
The intellectual evolution in the social sciences is best seen in terms of 
ideological clashes that tossed Western societies from one extreme to 
another. Under the influence of these developments in the West, 
Muslims began to view Islam in ideological terms as well, 
conceptualizing it as a systematic program for organizing human life at 
a collective level. As Islam became the object of reflection from this 
ideological perspective, its injunctions concerning the various spheres 
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of collective life were compiled, categorized, and arranged, so as to 
formulate a new interpretation of Islam as a comprehensive “code of 
life” or a complete “system.” While Islam was being re-interpreted in 
ideological terms, a number of revivalist movements were launched 
with the goal of establishing this “Islamic system” in historical reality. 

These twentieth century Islamic movements were launched almost 
simultaneously in a variety of Muslim countries from Indonesia to 
Egypt, and are similar in a number of ways. Indeed, it would be 
accurate to say that all of these movements are animated by more or 
less the same conception of Islam and that they are permeated by more 
or less the same kind of emotional energy. It is also true that in the 
Islamic world the influence of these movements has raised the overall 
level of confidence in Islam, at least improving the general credibility 
of Islam as a superior code of life. Thanks to the influence of these 
revivalist movements, the uncritical admiration for the West has also 
declined, especially in the younger generation. 

In addition to the influence of Islamic movements, there are several 
other factors that helped reduce the general level of awe and 
admiration for Western thought and civilization. First, the rising tide 
of Western political and military domination eventually ran out of 
momentum; it not only came to a standstill but was also forced to 
retreat from one colony after another.1 When faced with the pressure 
exerted by various nationalist movements in their overseas colonies, 
European powers had no choice but to gradually withdraw their 
political hegemony. Even though the Muslim world is still constrained 
by the chains of Western political maneuvering and economic 
advantage—disguised respectively as defense pacts and economic aid 
programs—by now almost the entire Muslim ummah has liberated 
itself at least from the direct and overt domination of Western powers.   

Second, the hollowness of Western civilization became increasingly 
obvious through the direct experience of its negative consequences. As 
a result, the presence of a basic flaw or fundamental crookedness in its 
structure began to be recognized even in the West. As atheistic 
materialism followed its own course and reached its logical 
culmination, it gave birth to socialism and communism—ideological 
programs that started sacrificing the remaining moral values of 
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humanity at the altar of the much more “concrete” economic realities. 
The resulting panic in the West led many people to revert back to the 
notion of humanism; and even the idea of spirituality began to be 
mentioned in somewhat muffled tones.   

Third, modern science began to lose some of its previous claim to 
finality and conclusiveness. New theories shook the foundations of 
Newtonian physics and Euclidian geometry; matter lost its rock-solid 
permanence and revealed itself as a form of energy. As a result of these 
developments, the affirmation of metaphysical doctrines became 
somewhat easier and, on the whole, the foundation of religion began 
to be strengthened once again. 

Fourth, the concept of Islamic revival received indirect support from 
nationalist and anti-colonial movements. The sense of communal 
solidarity among Muslims is based on religious affiliation; 
consequently, when movements for liberation and self-determination 
were launched in various Muslim countries, they inevitably appealed 
to people’s religious sentiments in order to arouse a sense of 
nationhood. These nationalist feelings, in turn, nourished the desire 
for a rebirth and revitalization of Islam. 

Supported and encouraged by the above factors, Islamic movements 
with the avowed goals of “Islamic Revival,” “Establishment of God’s 
Kingdom,” and “Enforcement of the Islamic System” became active in 
different Muslim countries. Of these, al-Ikhw┐n al-Muslim┴n of Egypt 
was most distinguished in terms of its strength, extent, and fervor. By 
offering a robust and vigorous intellectual framework, however, the 
Jam┐‘at-e Isl┐m┘ of the Indian Subcontinent occupies a prominent 
place among all the Islamic movements.   

These revivalist movements have been active in different countries for 
the last three decades, influencing a substantial segment of the younger 
generation of Muslims. In practice, however, none of them has 
achieved any remarkable success anywhere in the Islamic world.  
Rather, it seems that these movements have outlived their allotted 
time, and that the moment is not yet ripe for the realization of the 
hope and vision of an Islamic renaissance. Egypt’s al-Ikhw┐n has met 
almost complete disintegration within the country, and its few 
remaining members are scattered in exile, many of them surviving on 
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the basis of the mutual rivalry among Arab states. As for the Indian 
Subcontinent’s Jam┐‘at-e Isl┐m┘, most of its potential has been lost in 
the quagmire of Pakistani politics, and it has now been largely reduced 
to a mere addendum in the struggle for the restoration of democracy. 

On the surface, the cause of the failure of these revivalist movements 
appears to be their impatience and strategic hastiness. They jumped 
into the political arena too soon, without having changed the minds of 
a substantial number of thoughtful and perceptive individuals in their 
respective countries. This resulted in a premature clash between the 
Islamic movements on the one hand and the secular political 
leadership as well as the various “progressive” elements on the other 
hand. 

Upon deeper reflection, however, the actual cause of the failure of 
these twentieth century revivalist movements turns out to be entirely 
different. In reality, their failure is the direct result of an immaturity in 
their conception of religion and of a deficiency in their understanding 
of Islam.  
 
1. The way in which the British Empire had to withdraw from her vast 
dominion is a truly eye-opening phenomenon of the twentieth century. 
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7.  The Shortcoming in the Revivalist Interpretation of 7.  The Shortcoming in the Revivalist Interpretation of 7.  The Shortcoming in the Revivalist Interpretation of 7.  The Shortcoming in the Revivalist Interpretation of 
IslIslIslIslaaaam m m m     
It can be seen upon closer examination that the understanding of Islam 
that animates these revivalist movements is based on the same 
modernist viewpoint that privileges the material body over the spirit 
and the life of this-world over life hereafter. Consequently, while a 
formal affirmation of Islamic metaphysical beliefs—collectively called 
┘m┐n—does exist in the revivalist discourse, these beliefs are not given 
the kind of weight or value that they obviously deserve. On the 
contrary, the gaze of the revivalist interpreters has been exclusively 
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fixed on the practical guidance that Islam provides concerning the 
social, political, and economic spheres of life, and for which they have 
coined the term Isl┐m┘ Ni╘┐m-e ╓ay┐t, or the “Isl┐mic System of 
Life.”   

Thus, while the reality of God is formally affirmed in the revivalist 
discourse, that experiential state of ┘m┐n bill┐h is entirely absent in 
which the faithful actually “see” God as the ultimate agent and final 
cause in both the inner and outer worlds. While the reality of life 
hereafter is formally affirmed, that experiential state of ┘m┐n bil-
┐khirah is completely lacking which alone allows the faithful to spend 
their lives as if they were merely strangers or wayfarers in this world. 
While the truth of prophecy is formally affirmed, a warm and 
passionate love for Prophet Mu╒ammad (╗) is hardly discernable. 
According to the more “progressive” types, the status of the Prophet is 
analogous to that of an ordinary postman, and is no more exalted than 
that of any other central figure of the Muslim community—a mere 
leader whose authority does not extend beyond his own life-time.1 
Even those who recognize the significance of the sunnah have created 
a loophole by distinguishing between sunnah ‘┐dah and sunnah ris┐lah. 
This bifurcation allows them the freedom to choose their lifestyle in 
accordance with the changing trends and fashions of the time, at least 
in their personal and private affairs. 

In a nutshell, only that level of faith is upheld in the revivalist 
interpretation of Islam that qualifies a person to be counted as a 
“Muslim” in the strictly legal sense of the term. Entirely absent is any 
mention of the inner experience that allows faith to become a person’s 
state of being. Indeed, there is not even the slightest awareness of its 
need and indispensability. 

It is due to this viewpoint that the concept of d┘n has been identified 
with the modern notion of the State, and the concept of ‘ib┐dah has 
been reduced to the level of mere obedience to a higher authority or 
sovereign. In the revivalist view of Islam, the sublime blessing of the 
daily ╖al┐h remains unappreciated, and the truth of the Prophetic 
saying that equates the ritual prayer with spiritual ascension (mi‘r┐j) is 
completely hidden from sight. Nor is there any awareness of the soul’s 
nourishment through ╖al┐h, to the extent that the daily performance 
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of ritual prayer becomes a source of inner peace and joy. Carrying this 
trend to its logical conclusion, some of the more “progressive” 
elements have gone so far as to identify ╖al┐h with the social order of 
the Muslim community! Others have recognized the value of ╖al┐h 
only at an exoteric level; in their view, the Islamic ritual prayer is 
important mainly because it offers a comprehensive program for the 
reform and organization of the Muslim community. Similarly, the 
power of zak┐h to develop and purify the soul is much less known or 
appreciated than its role as an important pillar of the Islamic economic 
system. Fasting is readily acknowledged as an exercise in self-control; 
its power to strengthen the spirit and relax the shackles of bodily 
demands, however, is either not recognized at all or is deliberately left 
unexpressed because of a certain embarrassment. The Prophetic saying 
“fasting is a shield” is often reiterated and a good deal of time is spent 
in its explanation. On the other hand, the highly significant holy 
tradition “fasting is for Me . . .” is either skipped altogether, or is 
mentioned only in passing.2 Finally, it is well known that the ritual of 
╒ajj provides an important means through which a monotheistic 
community is organized on a global level.  Beyond this, no mention is 
ever made of the deeper religious significance of the pilgrimage or of 
its numerous spiritual blessings. 

The above features of the revivalist interpretation of Islam are direct 
consequences of the pervasive ascendancy of Western thought and 
philosophy, the influence of which has pushed the viewpoint in the 
direction of disbelief and materialism. Consequently, in the revivalist 
discourse the spirit and its inner life have been excluded from the 
discussion, while the material reality and the life of this-world have 
been elevated as the central topics of reflection and inquiry. This has 
produced what amounts to a materialistic understanding of religion. In 
theory, the revivalist discourse affirms that Islam is a comprehensive 
program for human flourishing and that it aims at human welfare in 
this-world as well as in the life hereafter. In practice, however, Islam is 
approached entirely as a political and social system, while the status of 
theology and metaphysics is reduced to that of a façade or veil.3 This 
happens because the gaze of the revivalist interpreters is firmly fixed 
on the life of this-world. The real purpose of life, according to this 
understanding of religion, is to enforce the Islamic political and social 
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system in the world. As for personal knowledge and intimate love of 
God—and the attitude of loving adoration, humility, supplication, and 
yearning for communion that form the essence of ‘ib┐dah—all of these 
have been relegated to a secondary and peripheral status.4  

When examined from this perspective, it becomes clear that the 
essence of these twentieth century Islamic movements is more socio-
political than religious. They are more this-worldly than other-
worldly. As such, the revivalist movements are distinguished only in 
claiming that the Islamic code of life offers a better solution to the 
problems of temporal human existence; whereas other ideological 
movements make the same claim for capitalist democracy, socialism, 
and so on.   

The above analysis is tantamount to saying that the task of reviving 
the real values of religion has not even started!  

It is precisely for this reason that the predicament of the revivalist 
movements is comparable to that of a ship without a rudder, one that 
drifts aimlessly at the mercy of winds and waves. Or it is like that of a 
traveler who becomes a victim of amnesia, unable to recall the 
whereabouts of either his native land or his destination. 
 
1. In Pakistan, Ghulam Ahmad Pervez is the leading exponent of this school 
of thought. The purpose of mentioning Mr. Pervez’s ideas in this context is 
only to emphasize that his brand of thinking is the next logical step of the 
same interpretive error that is found in the revivalist movements. 

2. In fact, individuals whose hearts and minds are under the veils of 
materialism are simply incapable of reaching the true meaning of this ╒ad┘th 
quds┘. 

3.  A reliable source has attributed to a well-known advocate and defender of 
Islam the following statement: “Islam is actually a socio-political system 
whose reality has become obscured due to the veil of theology.” 

4. Even this state of affair is to be found in rather traditional and conservative 
Islamic movements. Under the influence of socialism and communism—
which are the logical end results of Western thought—the more “progressive” 
elements have gone beyond calling Islam primarily a socio-political system 
and have come to regard it strictly as an economic program. For such 
elements, Islam is co-extensive with a particular type of “ni╘┐m-e rabubbiyat.” 
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As for religious doctrines and metaphysical beliefs, these authors take their 
first step from the point where Sayyid A╒mad Kh┐n’s theological project had 
culminated; by interpreting Paradise and Hell in terms of this-worldly 
pleasure and pain, and the Resurrection in terms of nuclear explosions, have 
sought to eliminate the very subject of metaphysics! This mode of thought is 
an extreme but perfectly logical consequence of the tendency towards a 
materialistic understanding of religion. A full criticism of this view is not our 
objective here; even though it presents itself as “Qur’┐nic thought,” both its 
grossly materialistic nature and its antagonism to the spirit of the Qur’┐n are 
self-evident. We have referred to this variety of “thought” merely as an 
example of how far a materialistic interpretation of religion can reach in only 
a few steps. The following Persian couplet eloquently depicts this situation: If 
the very first brick is laid crooked / the entire wall is deformed to the 
summit! 
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8.  8.  8.  8.  RenewalRenewalRenewalRenewal    of Faith:  The Precondition of Islof Faith:  The Precondition of Islof Faith:  The Precondition of Islof Faith:  The Precondition of Islaaaamic mic mic mic 
RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance    
Since Islam is based on faith—known in Arabic as ┘m┐n—the dream of 
Islamic revival can never become a reality without a general renewal of 
religious faith. 

There is no denying the importance of gaining political freedom and 
self-determination for various Muslim countries; to some extent, these 
achievements have contributed towards clearing the path for a 
renaissance of Islam. Similarly, the spread of the idea that Islam is a 
comprehensive code of life and that it is superior to other ideological 
programs has also been a helpful and valuable development. The 
revivalist movements that have contributed—or are contributing—to 
the credibility of Islam in this way must be appreciated for their role 
in the larger process of Islamic revival. 

And yet, the most basic and essential requirement in this regard still 
remains unfulfilled. Since the revitalization of religious faith is the 
necessary precondition for bringing about an Islamic revival, it is 
highly imperative that all thoughtful and perceptive Muslims direct 
their attentions toward this task. Those who come to realizes its 
significance must concentrate their efforts on generating a powerful 
movement for the renewal and rejuvenation of religious faith—so as to 
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ensure that ┘m┐n is not just a verbal affirmation (q┐l) on a person’s lips, 
but that it grows into a genuine conviction that defines the very state 
of one’s being (╒┐l).   

In its essence, religious faith involves an inner state of confidence in 
certain metaphysical realities. To develop such faith, one must have 
the ability to experience a much higher level of certitude in 
transcendent truths than the certitude one experiences in the facts 
revealed by ordinary sense perception. One must have the ability to 
invest a far greater amount of trust in realities that are knowable only 
through one’s heart, as compared to realities knowable through one’s 
physical eyes or ears. This means that a capacity for ┘m┐n bil-ghayb or 
“faith in the unseen” is the foremost condition of this path. The 
flowering of genuine religious faith in a person’s heart is necessarily 
accompanied by a radical change in thinking and a profound 
revolution in viewpoint.   

As a result of the inner transformation that faith brings, a person 
comes to see the material universe as entirely insignificant and even 
unreal; while, in sharp contrast, the presence of God is experienced as 
a living and eternal reality. For a person of faith, the empirical world is 
neither a self-governing chain of cause and effect nor is it under the 
determining control of rigid mechanical laws; instead, faith allows the 
witnessing of God’s will and purpose in each and every moment. The 
world of matter becomes worthless and inconsequential, but the spirit 
appears as an almost tangible reality. As faith grows, a person no 
longer attributes the term ins┐n (human being) primarily to the 
physical body, but applies it in the first place to the divine spirit that is 
the real essence of humankind—the same divine spirit whose presence 
made Adam worthy of the angels’ prostration. For a person of faith, 
the life of this-world appears not only transient and ephemeral, but 
also utterly unreal and trifling; one comes to realize that in 
comparison to the fleeting life of this-world, only the life hereafter is 
ultimately real, worthwhile, and everlasting. The goal of pleasing God 
becomes infinitely more valuable than the entire world and all of its 
treasures. In accordance with a saying of Prophet Mu╒ammad (╗), a 
person of faith assigns no more value to the totality of worldly riches 
than the worth of a gnat’s wing.  
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Let it be clearly understood that unless a significant and influential 
portion of the Muslim ummah undergoes this kind of profound 
transformation in its thinking and viewpoint, the hope of an Islamic 
revival will not be realized. 

The most effective means for cultivating faith in the hearts of the 
Muslim masses involves the fellowship of persons who are 
significantly advanced in religious knowledge and practice. These are 
the individuals whose hearts and minds are radiant with the light of 
gnosis and faith; whose souls are free of conceit, jealousy, rancor, and 
hypocrisy; whose lives are devoid of greed, covetousness, and the love 
of this-world. In the aftermath of the collapse of khil┐fah ‘al┐ minh┐j 
al-nubuwwah, it was mainly through the instruction, exhortation, and 
fellowship of pious souls who embodied these qualities that the light 
of ┘m┐n continued to spread and illuminate the world. More recently, 
the poisonous winds of Western disbelief and materialism have had a 
chilling effect on this dimension of Islamic culture as well; yet, such 
personalities are not completely extinct in the Muslim ummah whose 
hearts are luminous with the light of faith and whose passions are 
ablaze with the warmth of conviction. What is needed in the present 
moment is a powerful wave that sweeps through every part of the 
ummah, so that no city or town is left without such resolute and 
steadfast individuals whose sole aim in life is to please God, and whose 
hearts are free of all desires and ambitions other than the noblest aim 
of bringing divine guidance to humanity. 

Fortunately, a mass movement has already emerged in the Indian 
Subcontinent, under the influence of which the radiance of religious 
faith is disseminating among the multitudes on a large scale. The 
Jam┐‘at-e Tabl┘gh, which is an off-shoot of the movement associated 
with the D┐r al-‘Ul┴m at Deoband, is raising the awareness among the 
Muslim masses that God, the spirit, and the life hereafter are infinitely 
more important than the physical universe, the material body, and the 
life of this-world. The movement of the Jam┐‘at-e Tabl┘gh was 
initiated by persons of such deep faith and conviction that, despite the 
passing of more than a third of a century, there has been no 
diminishment in the movement’s fervor and zeal. Though we do not 
completely agree with its approach and methodology, it remains an 
observable fact that the influence of the Jam┐‘at-e Tabl┘gh leads to a 
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profound transformation in people’s thinking and viewpoint. As a 
result of this transformation, individuals begin to experience that 
reality is an attribute of the Creator and not that of the creation, that 
the One who controls all the causes is incomparably more real than all 
the finite causes put together. They realize that it is not food that 
overcomes their hunger, nor is it water that quenches their thirst, but 
that such finite causes become efficacious only through the will and 
permission of God. They begin to see even the minor injunctions of 
Islam as having intrinsic value, without needing to be convinced 
through logical arguments that such injunctions are parts of a larger 
code of life or the means for establishing an ideological program. The 
smallest details of the Prophetic sunnah begin to appear luminous, for 
no other reason except their association with their beloved Prophet 
Mu╒ammad (╗). Thus transformed in their inner lives, people who 
come under the influence of the Jam┐‘at-e Tabl┘gh frequently limit 
their material consumption to a bare minimum and spend a significant 
part of their time in religious propagation and preaching by following 
a typical method and routine. 

Despite its achievements, the actual effectiveness of the Jam┐‘at-e 
Tabl┘gh is destined to remain limited; the main reason being that this 
movement primarily addresses the sentiments rather than the intellect, 
and that it is founded upon religious practice and rituals as opposed to 
knowledge and understanding. Consequently, those sections of society 
are not likely to come under the influence of the Jam┐‘at-e Tabl┘gh in 
which intellect takes precedence over feelings and knowledge is 
privileged over practice. Such individuals are compelled, by virtue of 
their temperament, to first traverse the realm of reason and critical 
inquiry before they can whole-heartedly step into the domain of love 
and passion. Their natural constitution is such that they cannot reach 
the deeper levels of the spirit without having untangled the knots of 
their analytical and inquisitive minds. It is an established fact that 
individuals of this temperament, taken as a whole, constitute the 
intellectual minority of a society. All over the world, and in every 
historical period, it is this minority that quite naturally comes to play 
a leadership role in setting the direction and priorities of society. As a 
result, paramount importance must be given to bringing about a 
revolutionary transformation in the thinking and viewpoint of those 
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who belong to this intellectual minority. If ┘m┐n could not be kindled 
in the hearts of such individuals, and if they could not be rescued from 
the darkness of spiritual ignorance, then changing the hearts and 
minds of the masses alone will not bring about any substantial and 
lasting transformation. 
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9.  The Real Task Ahead9.  The Real Task Ahead9.  The Real Task Ahead9.  The Real Task Ahead    
In view of the analysis presented above, the most critical need at the 
present moment is as follows:   powerful intellectual movement must 
arise that would revolutionize the thinking and viewpoint of the most 
intelligent classes and the best educated elite of the society. A 
movement is needed, in other words, that would liberate the members 
of the intellectual minority from the cold night of disbelief and 
materialism, bringing them into the warm daylight of faith and 
enriching them with the treasures of God-consciousness and self-
awareness. Obviously, this goal is impossible to realize except through 
a cogently reasoned affirmation of religious beliefs as well as a 
coherently argued refutation of all forms of disbelief and materialism.   

In this regard, a crucial point must be borne in mind. Since in our age 
physical distance has become inconsequential and the entire world has 
become a virtual family, the intellectual level of discourse in the 
requisite movement cannot be set according to the academic standards 
of any particular society. Rather, the proposed movement must 
function in accordance with the highest standard of intellectual and 
academic sophistication that is found anywhere in the world.   

There can be no doubt that what is being proposed here is an 
extremely arduous and challenging task, but it should be equally 
obvious that dreaming of a renaissance of Islam without undertaking 
its essential prerequisite is tantamount to living in a fool’s paradise. 

The first step for launching this intellectual movement is to identify 
bright and talented young individuals who are naturally endowed with 
an intense thirst for knowledge. They must feel an inner restlessness—
a dissatisfaction with conventional wisdom and an irrepressible 
yearning for finding the truth. Such individuals must have reached the 
realization that ultimate reality is far beyond what can be known 
through ordinary sense perception. Their motivation to uncover the 
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veiled reality should be so intense as to create a burning desire for 
dedicating their lives to this end—disregarding in the process all the 
worldly ambitions of status, comfort, and attractive careers. 

These young inquirers will have to review the entire range of human 
thought, which will involve a thorough and penetrating study of 
intellectual history from its earliest stages to the present day. In this 
regard, the main arenas for their research and reflection will include 
the disciplines of logic, metaphysics, psychology, ethics, and theology. 
In addition, they will complement their main inquiry by giving due 
attention to what is indispensable in the social and physical sciences. 
Along with this deep and critical examination of human thought, they 
will undertake a focused and thoughtful study of the Holy Qur’┐n—
the last and most comprehensive of divine revelations—with the aim of 
discovering for themselves the true nature of reality. 

And if, after a laborious study of human thought and revealed 
guidance, the radiance of the Qur’┐n comes to illuminate their hearts, 
if its message sounds like the voice of their own souls, if their 
innermost beings resonate with its teachings, if they find compelling 
answers to all of their fundamental questions about the nature of 
reality, and if, in the ecstasy of this enlightenment, they experience a 
profound inner satisfaction and fulfillment—then they will know that 
they are tasting the sweetness of ┘m┐n. 

Only such individuals will be capable of acquiring rus┴kh f┘l ‘ilm, i.e., 
a firm and authentic grounding in the knowledge of reality (cf., └l-
‘Imr┐n 3:7). Instead of moral waywardness and intellectual caprice, 
their knowledge will lead them to ever greater piety and fear of divine 
judgment. Their personalities will bear witness to the Qur’┐nic ┐yah: 
“. . . verily, those who fear God from among His servants are the ones 
who possess abundant knowledge . . .” (Al-F┐═ir 35:28). Their 
characters will be such that instead of being mere readers of the 
Qur’┐n, they will become the living embodiments of divine revelation. 
This is so because the essence and core of the Qur’┐n is precisely this 
“knowing” of reality which is otherwise called ┘m┐n. While the laws 
and practical injunctions of the Qur’┐n—collectively known as the 
Shar┘‘ah—are definitely of great importance when considered in their 
own right, they are of much less significance when judged against the 
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immense value of ┘m┐n. The ╗┴f┘ poet R┴m┘ has even used the 
metaphor of “marrow” to emphasize the primacy of faith, while 
referring to the debates and controversies surrounding the law as mere 
“bones.” The truth of the matter is that any intellectual inquiry into 
the laws and practical injunctions of the Qur’┐n is completely futile so 
long as such activity is not preceded and accompanied by the 
cultivation of a deep and authentic religious faith. It is this subtle point 
that has been very aptly conveyed in the following statement by ‘Abd-
All┐h bin ‘Abb┐s (R): “We acquired ┘m┐n first, and learned the Qur’┐n 
later.”   

A convincing refutation of Western thought and a demolishing 
critique of Western culture can only be produced by individuals who 
have thoroughly imbued the refreshing knowledge of reality that 
flows from the Holy Qur’┐n. Only such individuals will find it 
possible to write a new “incoherence” in response to today’s 
philosophers and mount a crushing “refutation” upon the claims of 
today’s logicians.1 It will be the efforts of these individuals alone that 
will finally check the flood of disbelief and materialism—the same 
flood whose momentum has been carrying the human mind for the 
last two hundred years. 

Besides this negative work of demolition, they will have to undertake 
the positive task of laying down the foundations for a new 
philosophical theology of Islam, otherwise known as kal┐m. The aim 
of the latter enterprise is to allow the facts that have been discovered 
so far in the domains of mathematics, physics, cosmology, biology, 
and psychology to occupy their proper places within the framework 
of Isl┐mic beliefs.2 After all, these facts are nothing other than partial 
details of the same Reality whose fullest manifestation is found in the 
“knowing” that we call ┘m┐n.  

About thirty-five or forty years ago, Mu╒ammad Iqb┐l initiated this 
task through his work The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam. 
A portion of this work dealing with religious law and the issues of 
ijm┐‘ and ijtih┐d is rather controversial; but that discussion is not 
directly related to the main topic of the book. Concerning the 
reconstruction of the philosophical theology of Islam, Iqb┐l’s work is 
very important and thought-provoking. He himself observed in the 
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preface: “As knowledge advances and fresh avenues of thought are 
opened, other views and probably sounder views than those set forth 
in these lectures, are possible. Our duty is to watch carefully the 
progress of human thought and to maintain an independent critical 
attitude towards it.” Had other scholars pursued this task by 
continuing to reflect along the lines suggested by Iqb┐l, and had only a 
few steadfast individuals devoted their lives for this purpose, a great 
deal of valuable and substantial work would have been produced. It is 
regretful that not even a single individual from Iqb┐l’s own circle of 
influence chose to enter this arena. In any case, unless a considerable 
amount of truly high quality work is accomplished in the field of 
philosophical theology, the hope of attracting the intelligentsia 
towards religion will be nothing more than a mirage.   

After the “reconstruction of religious thought in Islam,” the second 
most important task is to elaborate in a cogent and coherent manner 
the practical guidance of Islam concerning the various spheres of 
human life, such as politics, jurisprudence, culture, and economics. As 
mentioned earlier, a substantial amount of work has been 
accomplished in this field during the last fifty or sixty years, 
particularly in Egypt and the Indian Subcontinent. The Jam┐‘at-e 
Isl┐m┘ and al-Ikhw┐n al-Muslim┴n have given particular attention to 
themes like the “Islamic way of life” and “social justice in Islam.” 
However, all of this work can be described only as a useful beginning 
or merely as an initial step in the right direction. More recently, the 
tendency of mindlessly repeating the same ideas—and publishing them 
under different titles—has diluted the significance of even that earlier 
effort, which was quite valuable in itself. The enterprise of publishing 
unoriginal works by amateur authors and self-proclaimed scholars, and 
selling them within a niche market, may bring economic benefit to a 
few but does not accomplish any positive and lasting service to Islam. 
In today’s world, persons of high intellectual caliber do not have the 
leisure to study the writings of unqualified authors, i.e., those who 
lack the appropriate academic training and the relevant credentials. It 
is imperative, therefore, that a high academic standard is maintained in 
whatever intellectual work is brought out, and that quality—as 
opposed to quantity—is given maximum attention. 
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To engage in this kind of work, it is obviously essential to have an 
accurate understanding of the affairs and problems of the 
contemporary world, as well as first-hand knowledge of the latest 
trends and developments in the various fields of social sciences. Side by 
side with this modern knowledge, one must have deep familiarity with 
the primary sources of Islam, i.e., the Qur’┐n and the Sunnah. It is 
futile to expect high quality results without the application of the same 
degree of meticulous attention and analytical rigor to both sides of the 
equation. 
 
1.  The word “incoherence” refers to Im┐m al-Ghaz┐l┘’s famous work Tah┐fat 
al-Fal┐sifah, or “The Incoherence of the Philosophers.” The word “refutation” 
refers to Im┐m Ibn Taymiyyah’s important work Al-Radd ‘al┐ ‘l-Man═iq┘y┘n, 
or “The Refutation of the Logicians.” 

2.  It should be kept in mind that the distinction between “fact” and “theory” 
is of fundamental importance in this regard. 
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10.  A Blueprint for Action10.  A Blueprint for Action10.  A Blueprint for Action10.  A Blueprint for Action    
In order to launch the above-mentioned intellectual movement, the 
following two steps must be taken immediately.  

First, an institution of mass propagation should be established that not 
only invites people to renew their faith and reform their lives, but also 
provides training and mentoring for the intellectual and moral 
development of those who respond to its call.1 In addition, it should 
elucidate the significance of the requisite scholarly work to those who 
are sincerely aspiring for the renaissance of Islam, as well as identify 
such bright and talented individuals who may be willing to dedicate 
their lives for this purpose. 

Finding such individuals, however, seems like a virtual impossibility at 
first glance. This age of ours is characterized by a pervasive 
domination of materialism and the love of this-world; in addition, the 
challenge of earning a livelihood has become so acute that most people 
are forced to invest all of their abilities and energies in order to afford 
the basic necessities of life. The general trend of society is such that 
those who rise above this level immediately become obsessed with 
continuously raising their standards of living. Despite these 
impediments, the fact remains that the world is never bereft of 
wholesome and pure souls that are untainted by worldly ambitions. 
Consequently, if only a few sincere and resolute individuals were to 
embark on this mission with a single-minded devotion, they are—God 
willing—sure to find in the same materialistic society many young 
individuals with brilliant minds and exceptional talents, individuals 
who would devote their lives to the learning and teaching of Qur’┐nic 
knowledge. Their lives would thus embody the Prophetic saying “the 
best among you are those who learn and teach the Qur’┐n.” 
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The only essential prerequisite for undertaking any momentous task is 
a strong inner motivation that develops under the influence of a 
particular thought or feeling. Once such an urge or desire is awakened 
in a person’s heart, it becomes a force in its own right that is able to 
create the appropriate ways and means for its own realization. A 
motivation that emerges from within is also able to meet and 
overcome any number of impediments and challenges that might arise 
in its path.   

All that is really needed, therefore, is to propagate the idea that a 
powerful intellectual movement is essential for bringing about the 
renaissance of Islam. Once a strong sense of its necessity has taken 
root, there is no reason why such a noble and exalted aspiration would 
fail to attract the requisite human resources. 

Second, a Qur’┐nic academy should be established that undertakes the 
teaching and dissemination of Qur’┐nic knowledge on a mass scale, so 
that the light of divine revelation illuminates the society at large and 
that people come to appreciate the majesty and glory of the revealed 
Word. At the same time, the academy should arrange for the 
education, training, and mentoring of young individuals so as to equip 
them with the necessary expertise in modern disciplines as well as 
direct acquaintance with the Holy Qur’┐n. This, in turn, will pave the 
way for undertaking the academic tasks mentioned above. 

The most important outcome of the teaching and dissemination of 
Qur’┐nic knowledge on a mass scale will be as follows:  people’s 
attentions will come to focus upon the Holy Qur’┐n; their intellects 
will be impressed by its unmatched power; and their hearts will once 
again fall in love with its ┐y┐t. In short, there will be a general attitude 
of respect and reverence, as well as devotion and dedication, towards 
the revealed Scripture. Inevitably, a large number of young individuals 
with brilliant minds and exceptional talents will also become 
“introduced” to the Holy Qur’┐n, in the real sense of the word. There 
is every reason to hope that a substantial number of such individuals 
will come to recognize the true worth and value of the Holy Qur’┐n, 
and that this recognition will motivate them to spend their lives 
acquiring and propagating its knowledge and wisdom. 
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The primary function of the proposed academy would be the 
education and guidance of such individuals. To execute this function, 
Arabic language will be taught on sound foundations, with the aim of 
developing in the students a deep appreciation for the language as well 
as a refined taste in classical literature. They will then go over the 
entire text of the Qur’┐n in a formal academic setting, while also 
undertaking the study of ╓ad┘th, Fiqh, and U╖┴l al-Fiqh.   

Subsequently, those with an aptitude for philosophy and theology will 
be able to offer a cogent critique of modern philosophical trends in the 
light of the Holy Qur’┐n, as well as to lay down the foundations for a 
modern philosophical theology or kal┐m. Those inclined towards the 
various fields of social sciences will be able to present the guidance of 
Islam concerning the different spheres of human life at the highest 
intellectual level. 
 
1.  With the grace of All┐h, Tan╘┘m-e Isl┐m┘ came into being in 1975 to 
achieve these aims. 
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